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THE JOURNEY OF BLACK
ENTREPRENEURS
In the previous article Racialized Inequality: The Domino Effect we outlined

the economic reality of many Black bodies in the Greater Toronto Area

(GTA). In the same breath, we intend on highlighting the journey of Black

entrepreneurs, and why it is so important to support Black Owned/Co-

Owned businesses.

 

The story is pretty consistent across the board for most self-made

entrepreneurs. Sometimes entrepreneurship meant (a) splitting oneself

between money and passion. Other times,  it meant (b) going cold-

turkey, and diving head first into one's passion; relying solely on

personal savings (maybe) as monetary support. Regardless of the route

taken between crossroads, you can almost always bet that the stressors

associated with either are magnified when viewed under a lens that

accounts for skin colour; especially, if that skin is Black.
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Unfortunately, the Black entrepreneur who selects (a) at

the crossroads will endure the expected stressors of

leading a double life (i.e. fatigue, financial constraints

etc); coupled with a heightened awareness that the

severity of these stressors carry a strong correlation to

one's inherent Blackness. They understand that the

racialized experience does not carry the courtesy of

waiting on the Black body to clock out of their 9-5,

before resurfacing in their reality. Rather, it strides in

through the workplace entrance alongside its Black

subject, arguably, more boldly than the person

themselves. These are the realities that can be broken

down, and reconstructed as the “theoretical games [s]”

that Black bodies engage in to maneuver workplace

survival in whitedominated spaces (Hasford, p.16, 2016).

There needs to exist a space

where the Black body can

excel through trial and errors

without Blackness branding

their potential.

So when we look at the Black entrepreneur, we must soften our

gaze. There has to be an understanding that the Black

entrepreneur represents an active resistance against

predetermined expectations. There needs to exist a space

where the Black body can excel through trial and errors without

Blackness branding their potential. Especially, if the Black body

fought their way through white collar workforces to get one

foot into the space of entrepreneurialism. These are the

business owners whose success will dismantle racialized

inequality and redesign the workforce.

The concept of a game does not allude to superficial

workplace conflict, coworker gossips and dramas. It’s a

metaphor that conceptualizes the narratives of Black

Canadians, who endure vicious cycles of racialized

oppressions to maintain financial stability and

employment  (Hasford, p.5, 2016). The concept of a game

makes the lonely experience of the Uncomfortable Shift

more relatable; the first few seconds when a Black

individual realizes their workplace is white dominated. I

would even argue that the Uncomfortable Shift signifies

one's entrance into the matrix, the moment that the

Black individual gains a heightened sense racial

awareness and changes their behaviours in efforts to

adapt. Whether it be reducing the volume of your music

when turning into the workplace parking lot, or

wondering if you should assert valid opinions after being

silenced in a board meeting.

What’s interesting about Hasford’s (2016) research is that he

extends beyond why Black bodies are pressured to outperform

their colleagues, and looks at the personal and mental impact

that this reality has on the Black individual. He looks at how

race awareness, racism sensitivity, and continuous emotions of

anger and sadness all contribute to the overarching Black

experience of performance anxiety. It would be safe to assume,

especially when drawing from personal experience - leaving

your work at work, can be one of the most difficult

responsibilities of any job. So how might performance anxiety

fostered in a workplace environment, impact one's personal

workspace? Or one’s personal development, esteem, value and

worth? And, how does this impact the Black entrepreneurs

mental health?

Article Source(s): Hasford, J. (2016). Dominant cultural narratives, racism,
and resistance in the workplace: A study of the experiences of young
black canadians. American Journal of Community Psychology, 57(1), 158-
170. doi:http://dx.doi.org.ezproxy.lib.ryerson.ca/10.1002/ajcp.12024
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